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	Submission Date: 02/11/2021
	Clearance Requirements: Secret
	Travel Required: Yes
	Position Title: Compliance Specialist I
	Work Location: Washington, DC
	Employment Type: Full-time
	Job Description: SUMMARY: The Office Support Contractor will provide support of administrative and technical export control functions for Political Military-Affairs Bureau, Office of the Directorate of Defense Trade Controls. POSITION DUTIES:Responsible for civil enforcement of the Arms Export Control Act (AECA) and its implementing regulations, the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR); As assigned, updates and maintains State Department’s Watch List database of entities of concern, both to comply with the AECA and to support foreign policy implementation via arms export licensing. Helps identify and implement technical improvements to the system; Pursuant to office policies and procedures implementing the voluntary disclosure process, reviews various cases involving violations of the AECA or ITAR and after consultation with supervisor, plans an approach, conducts fact-finding, performs record searches and documents conclusions. Using generally established format as a guide, prepares letters of response for supervisor to pursue and close each case; Provides support to criminal investigations and prosecutions conducted by law enforcement agencies throughout the country. Performs record searches, reviews and analyzes licenses and other approvals, and prepares comprehensive reports of finding as well as authenticated documents which may serve as exhibits in court cases; As directed, maintains a list of parties debarred and ineligible to participate in the export of defense articles and services under the ITAR for use by the Department and the defense industry; Monitors compliance cases involving statutory debarment of individuals or companies convicted of violating the AECA. Reviews case files, indictments and court orders. Reports findings to supervisor. As directed, processes requests for reinstatement of export privileges upon termination of debarment; As directed, engages with the Committee on Foreign Investment in the U.S. (CFIUS) process; Helps prepare the Department’s reports to Congress pursuant to Section 3 of the AECA; Monitors brokering activities to ensure compliance with established laws and regulations as well as identify trends and potential issues that may need analysis or further discussion within the Department; Participates in the Company Visit Program through periodic travel to pre-selected regulated sites, as well as other outreach activities. As directed, gathers information, prepares plan, conducts visit and reports on findings; Reviews requests from the regulated public for advisory opinions regarding application of the ITAR, and prepares responses for review, approval and signature by supervisor; Reviews compliance issues arising from registration, mergers and acquisitions, CFIUS, Section 3 and other contexts, and takes appropriate action as directed by supervisor; Performs special projects or tasks as assigned by supervisor; May be required to travel within CONUS and/or OCONUS; Performs other administrative and or escort duties as assigned.  NECESSARY SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE:Must have working knowledge of Microsoft Office Suite programs including Word, PowerPoint, Excel and Access; Must be able to operate all office equipment including but not limited to: telephones, copy machines, fax machines, scanners, printers, and computers.    MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:Entry level background in either law or other academic area related to international trade and enforcement is preferred. Incumbent researches and prepares various compliance and enforcement documents with close oversight required from supervisor, and facilitates the efforts of other compliance specialists in the office. Must have a minimum Secret security clearance. 


